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By Karen Levine

BRILLIANCE AUDIO, United States, 2012. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 140 x 127 mm.
Language: English . Brand New. In March 2000, a suitcase arrived at a children s Holocaust
education center in Tokyo, Japan. On the outside, in white paint, were these words: Hana Brady,
May 16, 1931, and Waisenkind the German word for orphan. Children who saw the suitcase on
display were full of questions. Who was Hana Brady? What happened to her? They wanted Fumiko
Ishioka, the center s curator, to find the answers. In a suspenseful journey, Fumiko searches for
clues across Europe and North America. The mystery of the suitcase takes her back through seventy
years, to a young Hana and her family, whose happy life in a small Czech town was turned upside
down by the invasion of the Nazis. Like the very best of museum exhibits, Hana s Suitcase shows
how facts and objects can be put together to honour its subject in a very personal and loving way.
Highly recommended. The Toronto Star Skillfully, and with great sensitivity, Levine weaves together
the two stories, alternating that of a young life shattered in increments and that of Fumiko Ishioka s
relentless search for...
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This book is definitely not e ortless to begin on reading through but extremely fun to read. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting
literature. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Ez equiel Schuster-- Ez equiel Schuster

I actually started o  looking over this publication. I have read through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to study again yet again later on. I am
easily will get a delight of reading a written pdf.
-- Ross Her m a nn-- Ross Her m a nn
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